Why community cabinet
CRIME REDUCTION PROGRAM, 28?

Police Crime Report No 296
Why stress test S. Court / Justice system /
Registrar I Mitchell’s direction “Throw this
Police (checklist) evidence in the bin,” to
WARN - REFORM - CORRECT?
Adam Sambrook, Reg Kliedon, Peter Lee,
Karl Bluman, Simon Hart Solicitors
exposing James Conomos / Rob Wilson
for LSC now proven ruse / conspiracy to
run our subdivision at a loss by S. Court
planned abandonment to claim ownership.
To mean, to trick S. C. Judges Mackenzie,
White, Muir, Byrne & deJersey by
vexatious acts. To crystallise the loss by
liquidation of Badja P.L. See the method /
trap / proof and cure for your clarity.
Premier ‘Smart State’ personal direction - Police Com checklist

CB CEO IT policy - Lord Mayor ‘Can Do’ promised press release

To control the crime scene with
criminology / lateral thinking / engineering
/ crown order. To let the conspiracy run it’s
natural course, then lay fraud charges.
Evidenced by Rob Wilson / James
Conomos panicked confession after
proven perjury “If I go down lots of people
will go down with me.” In Magistrate Court
422/2000-2 / banks Sol. S. C. AF. 4461/2001,
Tim Allen accountant’s $10,000 damages
confession, no closure - arbitration, CIB &
confessed Insurance Council fraud by
ABANDONMENT OF THE TRUTH

By lateral thinking / criminology, by establishing
Commonwealth Bank liability, by payment of $25,000
our next step was to ensure the ex-DPP Public
Prosecutor / forger / fraudster Davida Ellen Williams
went to prison. Davida has been struck off as a Barrister
and we believe will be imprisoned again for more fraud
charges in due process.
• Now with discussions with the Barrister David Finch
3406 7737 for the Legal Services Commission it is
important for the commission to strike off the Solicitor
James Conomos for his complicity with the Head
Contractor Robert James Wilson to make fools out of
the five Supreme Court Judges by their vexatious
acts for planned liquidation of Badja Pty Ltd / the
Commonwealth Bank conspiracy. To mean, Asst.
Com. of Police Pat Doonan, Insp. Ray Loader, Det.
Sgt. B Heath, Det. Sgt. T Kidd to over rule the
Premier, Lord Mayor, Police Commissioner, Chief of
Staff, Area Comm. law and order policy by Supreme
Court Registrar Ian Mitchell's fraudulent direction. To
throw you off the correction course to simulate the
Commonwealth Bank Risk Management for
confessed self greed and self gain by Police
confessed Risk Management. To create the illusion
as a group of defendants we were criminals. Then
with their multiple failures to use the standard scam
of the Attorney General's release “Not to sue the
Police for wrongful arrest.” To drop the fraudulent
charges by Trevor Kidd by criminology in exposing
the fraud to see why the Crown / Chris Watts /
Commonwealth Bank, etc. will back up the Police
Commissioner’s team who rule quote “You cannot
live the rest of your life with unsolved crime.”
Could you?
• The importance of the fraudulent action exposed
by the Chief of Staff Superintendent Peter Martin.
The Assistant Commissioner Pat Doonan closed this
case on the basis of Police availability and time. The
Assistant Commissioner confessing he out ranked
the Chief of Staff and the Area Commander had now
retired then adding “They would not be a
problem.”
• The Chief Justice Paul deJersey as confirmed by the
media to gain his press release barred Davida
Williams from ever practising law. He also
gagged the Tribunal, the honest Police,
'whistleblowers' , advocates, sponsors and

volunteers by the abandonment of this
community cabinet crime reduction program /
open door policy. (Law reform) Hence the solution,
Judges and Magistrates must set a time limit by
reform to create both a standard Police / Court
procedure to order with Judges (Muir) confessed
“No clarity” (Brabazon) warning / “Not the way to
do it” by abandonment of the case. To rule “To be
back in my court within 45 days armed with the
truth, to gain closure. To be accountable by law.
To prevent malicious intent for self greed and
self gain.” Again by Police direction “You cannot
live with unsolved crime for the rest of your life.”
• By law, criminology and psychology as expert Dr.
Frank Walsh quoted “It (to mean this case) is not
over until it's over and it's not over yet.” For the
Bar Association / CEO Daniel O'Connor to rule “As
Davida stood down from the Bar it's no longer
our problem.” That is a confession of fraud by
co n s o r t i n g , a s s o c i a t i o n , a c ce s s io n a n d
abandonment. The Bar Association must be
accountable in line with Supreme Court Registrar Ian
Mitchell for their fraudulent action. To apologise to
both the courts and the Police as it is clear the Courts
and the Police Commissioner Bob Atkinson have the
power, based on the fraudulent actions of the above.
To study the crown direction of Colonel/Judge Pat
Shanahan for the Queensland Law Society and the
Legal Ombudsman Jack Nimmo for the Crown. To
enforce the study of the court transcripts and the
money trail under the direction of the expert
witness John Bright who set the traps. We gave
our money away “To crystallise the loss,” where
the now prisoner Davida Ellen Williams confessed
the bank conspiracy / deals were struck behind
closed doors by abandonment of the truth.
• The Judges and Politicians have given lip service
to mean, “Find a solution,” the promise “To write
up a press release.” At no time have the Courts
corrected the multiple bank conspiracy. They have
failed to enforce the correction with a judgement
appropriate for the conspiracy. Supreme Court
Judge Byrnes warning of a 5 year gaol term went
close. All have failed to act on the balance of law.
• The need to follow the lead of the primary witnesses
to keep on telling the truth and demand closure by
law.

• In brief Supreme Court Judge Mackenzie, White,
Muir, Byrne and deJersey have failed the stress
test. There has been no correction, only planned
abandonment by fraud. Hence the Crown
direction, to prove abandonment is fraud. The
need for 5 Supreme Court Judges to reform the law.
Hence the Police Commissioner's confessed
nightmare, having the power but urgently needing
the teamwork of advocates, sponsors and
volunteers to back him to create new law. Hence
with simulation what is the next Police step? Look at
the law / truth for the answer. Call in all the experts in
accountancy, law, mathematics, criminology,
psychology, engineering and in particular false
insurance claims, false CIB charges and the
Attorney General's release scam as above. The
Magistrate's Court Registrar in Holland Park and
Brisbane gave the next step. The Vexatious Litigants
Act, hence Justice Susan Kiefel's valuation upgrade.
In brief see Police Crime Reports 261-2. Magistrate
Austin confessed fraud in 422/2000-2 “I do not care
what (anyone from) the Police Minister down has
to say.” The importance he did not care about the
arbitration fraud. To expose the $10,000 insurance
scam. He saw only the illusion / trick, this is the
fraud? The need for the Police Commissioner to
convince the Police Minister Judy Spence of the
illusion or fraud in creating her failure to back
him with Government policy for law reform. As
explained in the media press release of our good
fortune that the Police Commissioner represents the
people, the community and not just the
Commonwealth Bank shareholders and the top end
of town. Hence the Commonwealth Bank's direction
to blame their Relationship Manager James Pitman
and pay $25,000 for a part confession of guilt and
refusal to give a full confession of guilt for confessed
self greed and self gain at the cost to the
community.
• As a summary, in brief Supreme Court Judge
Mackenzie was given 2 affidavits, one from the
Solicitors Wardrobe and Son as a standard
fraudulent presentation to the Supreme Court quote
“We had the money to pay.” Why would we
continue to pay engineers confessed extras up
to 300% over cost price? Do you see Comm.
Bank Chris Watts bank confessed circus. Hence

the correction. Two, a private affidavit to state “The
subdivision was run by organised crime / the
'bagman' R Wilson / James Conomos Solicitor
down.” With Police / court ordered mediation this will
gain closure.
• Supreme Court Judge White then directed disclosure
but was given the Commonwealth Bank conspiracy.
Supreme Court Judge Muir had the option to expose
the Commonwealth Bank conspiracy but confessed
his “No clarity” in following the fraudulent illusion to
liquidate Badja Pty Ltd. Instead of clarifying the
$10,000 was an insurance scam. Exposed by the
previous engineers and CIB reports that Rob Wilson
was forced to acknowledge in 422/2000-2, based in
part on 300% proof of claims over cost in engineer's
reports. Magistrate Austin was not prepared to
inquire into the detail as explained in the Police
checklist. Hence Supreme Court Registrar Ian
Mitchell illegal act by fraud by abandonment to direct
Police evidence and proof to be thrown in the bin.
(Every Police person's nightmare)
• S. C. Judge Byrne gave the warning of a five year gaol
term as a correction but also refused to follow up on
the detail as explained by Solicitor Allens Arthur and
Robinson “They only acted under the instructions
of Grahame Ledwidge for the Commonwealth
Bank,” whose directions were not to give Supreme
Court disclosure by abandonment of the facts.
• Supreme Court Judge deJersey and the Legal
Services Commission, according to their court
transcripts, gagged the primary witness acting for the
defendants, who collectively have lost millions of
dollars in an effort to support law reform and
create the law of abandonment as directed. The
editors and journalists requested a media report.
Chief Justice Paul deJersey, instead of giving
understanding and clarity abandoned the Police
background detail. The fraudulent actions of Trevor
Kidd to create the illusion that the key defendant was
a criminal by creating the illusion that the
defendant had a criminal record. We met with the
Police Ethical Standard Command but due to the
history of the previous Police Commissioner Terry
Lewis and the confirmed standover tactics of the CIB
on file at the Mt Gravatt Police Station to prevent
justice, we felt intimidated. We chose the Police
Union's invitation with our sincere thanks to protect

both the Police and the community at large, via the
support of the Assistant Inspector Mike Ede of the
Police Prosecutions Branch. Mike is monitoring
this case for the Commissioner because Mike
explained that Belmont did not have a local Police
Station to monitor our case. As explained by the
ongoing thuggery and violence and covered up
extortion demands perhaps the best example in
fleeing Brisbane, in suffering several family suicide
attempts, being stood over by the CIB and Fraud
Squad, Senior Sergeant Wiseman's direction on
moving to Caloundra quote “To remove yourself
from this Police Station.” As another Police Officer
put it, “The Police Station is not a place for a public
forum.” Hence the need to backup the Police
Commissioner Bob Atkinson and his Chief of Staff
Superintendent Peter Martin and the Police Union as
Dr. Frank Walsh psychologist put it “To understand
the benefit of both,” to be part of a team and to never
give up on organised crime, no matter what the cost.
The importance as a Judge to always rule with clarity
and trust your own instinct to follow the Police
checklist.
WORK AS A TEAM
Hence the need for the promised
LORD MAYOR'S PRESS RELEASE
To support the Premier's 'smart state' solution to back
Police Commissioner Bob Atkinson by law and
Commonwealth Bank
New IT policy / Rescue Management.
Note Assistant Inspector Mike Ede's direction
“Fraud charges will be laid, but it will not happen
overnight.”
MAKE IT HAPPEN
Police rule live with safety and peace.
Merry Christmas 2005
For brief, contact Ada Bright
Email: brights@dodo.com.au
Website: www.all-fraud.net
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